AND THREE MAKES A WORD
Many words can be broken down into three parts:
prefix
root word

suffix

For example
in (not)

ible (possible to)

cred (to believe)

incredible

This game teaches children how these word parts come together to make familiar words.
Like similar games, the idea is to lay down groups of cards. But instead of laying down traditional
combinations (such as three of a kind), players aim to lay down three cards that form a word.
For example, a child who has the cards “pro” “ject” and “ion” can lay down the word “projection”.
(See the chart for prefixes, root words, and suffixes. Keep the chart handy during the game.)

RULES:
Choose a dealer. The dealer gives each player five cards. Set the remaining deck on the table face down,
so players can draw from it at each turn. The dealer turns over one card face up and lays it down next to
the deck. This is the discard pile.
First Player: The aim is to make a word with three cards (prefix, root word, suffix).
The player may use the first card in the discard pile or draw a card.
If the player has a word (three cards) he must lay it down. If the player has another word, he
must lay it down also. If no words can be made, he must discard one card.
Each player must have at least five cards at all times.
Once the player has all cards played that he can, he must take enough cards from the deck to make five
cards in his hand. If while drawing cards he can make a word, he must lay them down and continue
drawing until he can no longer play.
Second Player: continues the action.
When there are no more deck cards, turn the discard pile over and make them the deck cards.
When the point is reached where there are no longer cards in the deck or the discard pile, Go Fish
begins. Whoever has their turn next: that person picks any other player and asks for the card he needs
to complete his word by saying, “Do you have the prefix (root wood, or suffix) _______?” If the player
has it he must give it up. If not, the next player plays the “Go Fish” line. But if he receives his word he
asked for, he can go again if he needs more cards. Otherwise, the next person does his “Go Fish” line
until all words are played.
The player with the most words in the end, wins!

